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Abstract- The intrusion response component of an overall intrusion detection system is 
responsible for issuing a suitable response to an anomalous request. The notion of database 
response policies to support our intrusion response system tailored for a DBMS. The 
interactive response policy language makes it very easy for the database administrators to 
specify appropriate response actions for different circumstances depending upon the nature 
of the anomalous request. The key idea in JTAM is that a policy object is jointly 
administered by at least k database administrator (DBAs), that is, any modification made to 
a policy object will be invalid unless it has been authorized by at least k DBAs. In this paper 
intend to report results on the overhead of the entire system on the transaction processing 
capabilities of the DBMS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organizations have also come to realize that current attack techniques are more 
sophisticated, organized, and targeted than the broad-based hacking days of past. Often, it is 
the sensitive and proprietary data that is the real target of attackers. Also, with greater data 
integration, aggregation and disclosure, preventing data theft, from both inside and outside 
organizations, has become a major challenge. Standard database security mechanisms, such 
access control, authentication and encryption, are not of much help when it comes to 
preventing data theft from insiders. Monitoring database to detect potential intrusions, 
intrusion detection is a crucial technique that has to be part of any comprehensive security 
solution for high-assurance database security. Note that the ID systems that are developed
must be tailored for a Database Management System (DBMS) since database-related attacks 
such as SQL injection and data exfiltration are not malicious for the underlying operating 
system or the network.

There are three main types of response actions, that we refer to, respectively, as
conservative actions, fine-grained actions, and aggressive actions. The conservative actions, 
such as sending an alert, allow the anomalous request to go through, whereas the aggressive 
actions can effectively block the anomalous request. Fine-grained response actions, on the 
other hand, are neither conservative nor aggressive. Such actions may suspend or taint an 
anomalous request. With such different response options, the key issue to address is which 
response measure to take under a given situation. Note that it is not trivial to develop a 
response mechanism capable of automatically taking actions when abnormal database.
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Related Work

Another approach toward addressing the problem of insider threats from malicious DBAs is 
to apply the principle of least privilege. The principle dictates that a user must be assigned 
only those privileges that are necessary to serve its legitimate purpose. This effectively 
means to restrict the privileges of the DBAs, and to create new roles for administration of 
response policy objects. Such approach is followed by Oracle Database using the concept of 
a protected schema for the administration of the database vault policies. Database vault is a 
mechanism introduced by Oracle Database to reduce the risk of insider threats by using 
policies that prevent the DBAs from accessing application data. A protected schema guards 
the schema against improper use of system privileges such as SELECT ANY TABLE, 
DROPANY, and so forth. Only the DVDSYS user and other database vault roles can have 
the privileges to modify objects in the DVSYS schema.

II. THE MODEL

This project has five modules. They are User privilege, Joint threshold Administration 
model, Policy Matching, Preparation of session key and Admin validation.

1. User Privilege

User privilege is nothing but the access authentication of the database table. The main issue 
in the administration of response policies is how to protect a policy from malicious 
modifications made by a DBA that has legitimate access rights to the policy object.   Some 
of the users have minimum priority level they will access the database with certain level. 
Some of the peoples have maximum priority.  So we have to give proper permissions to the 
users. To address this issue, we propose an administration model that is based on the well-
known security principle of separation of duties (SoD).

Figure:1 Architecture Diagram
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2. Joint  Thershold Administration  Model

Joint administration model referred to as the JTAM. The threat scenario that we assume is 
that a DBA has all the privileges in the DBMS, and thus it is able to execute arbitrary SQL 
insert, update, and delete commands to make malicious modifications to the policies. Such 
actions are possible even if the policies are stored in the system catalogs. The key idea in 
JTAM is any modification made to a policy object will be invalid unless it has been 
authorized by at least k DBAs.

3. Policy Matching
In this section, algorithms for finding the set of policies matching an anomaly. The policies 

are stored in the system catalog tables. The policy matching algorithm is invoked when the 
response engine receives an anomaly detection assessment. Evaluating a predicate, the 
algorithm visits all the policy to the evaluated predicate. If the evaluates to true, the 
algorithm increments the predicate-match-count of the connected policy nodes by one. A 
policy is matched when its predicate-match-count becomes equal to the number of 
predicates in the policy condition. On the other hand, if the predicate evaluates to false, the
algorithm marks the connected policy nodes as invalidated.

4. Preparation  of Session Key

If the admin of a particular department wants to modify the values in the table means it will 
reflect the other entire 7 table. So the over all head of the relational database manager 
provide the key for the entire database. So no user can individually access or change the 
database. One of the key assumptions is that we do not assume the DBMS to be in
possession of a secret key for verifying the integrity of policies. If the DBMS had possessed 
such key, it could simply create a HMAC of each policy using its secret key, and later use 
the same key to verify the integrity of the policy.

5. Admin Validation

Over all control of all database  maintained by an administrator, like DBA. One user wants 
to change the consistency of the database means, admin checks the level of query, that will 
satisfies with the admin means he will allow the user with warning. Or else the control of the 
user will be deleted from the log.

III. SECURITY ISSUES OF DATABASE

Early research efforts focused on defining a proper security policy in the database security 
policy including user identification/authorization policy, access control policy, inference 
policy, accountability policy, audit policy and consistency policy. Some important principles 
were introduced in the security policy development to design a good database security 
policy; minimum vs. maximum principle, open vs. closed system principle, centralized vs. 
decentralized administration principle, granularity principle and access privilege principle.
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